
Boating in Tehran

On a boat we were
in the water station'
at the source of the streams
through the garden-alleys of Tajrish

along the slope of the brook
we went
descending
with the cascade

the veins of Tehran
were flowing
it was spring time and the season for water-riding
from the eye of Bagh-e Ferdaws
in the shadows of plane trees
to the heart of Mellat park
we rowed;
we passed below Vanak
to Yusef Ab d river
and over the S5Ci woods
to the waterchannel of Boulevard...

above the towers, the moon
in the flowing azur,
was washing the bride's linen

Tehran was composing
the song of its streams
the water orchestra was playing in our brain.

At the "Drama Port"
beyond the City Theatre,
water lost its fell.
We rowed
gently
to the Amiriyye basin
to Negarestan Museum.

At Gomrok Station
the lights dimmed
the beliefs of the season collapsed,
turquoise mingled with dust.

It was fall and water
city and gold and dream
and a voice
that we knew
would at any moment say:
"there is no return
at the end of this line!"

The boat had reached the railway
to the antique wagon in the square
among the vegetable islands
and rambling rocks
when it turned
came alongside
and stopped.....
where the spirit of the statue 2
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